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Summary

The African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) agreement is expected to lift 30 million people out of extreme poverty by 2035. African countries are looking to take advantage of improved market access under the AfCFTA to increase production and trade through agriculture, fisheries (blue economy), forestry and mining activities. While increased production in pursuit of trade opportunities under the AfCFTA will contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, this can also form a key part of the solution in shaping the transition of African economies to green growth, climate mitigation and adaptation. This paper explores the opportunities and challenges of addressing climate change under the AfCFTA. It draws from ongoing global and African discourse on climate change, and from the growing body of research on the AfCFTA and environmental sustainability. It provides recommendations on how African governments, African stakeholders and development partners in the European Union and the United States of America can achieve climate change objectives through the AfCFTA.

The paper makes four major points:

- While the AfCFTA makes minimal references to the environment, it can be adjusted to support environmental and climate change actions by building on the approach taken in the now stalled World Trade Organisation (WTO) Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA) negotiations. This would involve ensuring that tariffs, non-tariff barriers and other restrictions to trade in environmental goods and
services are eliminated. Benefits from such actions would include the development of green value chains for environmental goods and services in Africa, even as trade liberalization ensures that there is little or no need to develop green industries that cover all the many product lines-up to 304-that exist across the 10 sectors identified by the EGA.

- **As the AfCFTA forms part of a broader green economic transition plan for Africa, pursuant to the objectives of the Paris Agreement and national and continental targets on climate change,** decarbonization in the energy sector and in trade-related sectors like transportation are central to the green transition under the agreement. For countries like Algeria, Angola, Equatorial Guinea, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa and Zimbabwe that rely on fossil fuels either as export receipts or for domestic power generation, the green transition to net zero emissions and de-carbonization would require policymakers to devise a phased approach over decades. Successful green transition would further hinge on development partners providing technical and financial support that are beyond what is currently on offer.

- **While there might be utility in including some provisions in the AfCFTA framework that enhance the strategic link between trade and the environment, there are two reasons why doing this might not be optimal.** First, past challenges in implementing trade agreements and the absence of a strong enforcement mechanism suggest that there may be limited value in incorporating an additional Environmental Protocol to the AfCFTA. Second, at the multilateral, continental and regional levels Africa has no shortage of agreements, commitments, and initiatives that deal extensively with environmental sustainability and climate. Introducing detailed provisions on climate into the AfCFTA would to some degree, amount to duplicating the Africa Climate Change Strategy, Africa’s Green Recovery Action Plan (2021–2027) and various regional strategies on climate change that African governments have committed to elsewhere. One solution would be to reinforce support for the implementation of these existing initiatives on climate change and environmental sustainability, while at the same time supporting measures to consolidate, incorporate and synchronize current efforts under the AfCFTA such as the preparation of a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the AfCFTA to support how environmental considerations can nevertheless be effectively incorporated into the implementation of the Agreement.

- **Development partners like the EU, Germany and the USA have a critical role to play in supporting Africa’s green transition under the AfCFTA.**

Within this context, the paper recommends the following:

i. Development partners should target enhanced support for regions that are vulnerable, lack resources for climate adaptation and possess limited capacity for trading under the AfCFTA. These include small island states, countries in the Horn of Africa, the Great Lakes and Sahel regions. Some countries in these regions have large informal sectors and informal cross-border trade that are not captured under the AfCFTA and that require a nuanced approach to addressing climate issues.
ii. Development partners should use AfCFTA as an entry point for working with African policymakers to devise targeted and enhanced support for the development of export-capable green value chains, climate adapted agriculture, green manufacturing and services in energy and transportation and other sectors that are pivotal to Africa’s green transition and decarbonization, while also supporting initiatives and investments into the circular economy.

iii. In forming partnerships with Africa’s private sector, developing partners should support the adoption of complementary tools like the Voluntary Sustainability Standards (VSS). Adoption of VSS will help producers in the manufacturing, mining and agriculture sectors use global and regional value chains effectively to improve environmental sustainability and transition to green value chains. Such modification of production processes—that could include incentive mechanisms for development partners to help cover the costs of criteria compliance with the standards and adoption of best practices and tools—would essentially mitigate the negative impacts on the environment while improving competitiveness in trade under the AfCFTA.

iv. Development partners should align initiatives like the EU Green Deal and other African environmental sustainability initiatives like the Great Green Wall with the AfCFTA agreement in ways that are responsive to local needs and fosters greater local ownership. Actual commitments by development partners to support a green transition in Africa have fallen short of expectations and should be ramped up with speed. As the largest emitters of greenhouse gases, these countries and even China should deliver on their promises and make substantial climate funds available to African countries to mitigate and adapt to the inevitable negative impacts of climate change.
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1. Introduction

The commencement of trade under the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) on 1 January 2021 ushered in a new era and optimism for the growth of intra-African trade and investment. This is especially so as countries seek to recover from the economic disruption brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, which compounded the low-growth environment facing many African countries. African countries are looking to take advantage of improved market access under the AfCFTA and to increase production and trade through agriculture, fisheries (blue economy), forestry and mining activities while seeking value addition through industry. The removal of tariffs under the AfCFTA, if successful, is also expected to double Africa’s manufacturing output from USD 500 billion in 2015 to USD 1 trillion by 2025 and create an additional 14 million permanent jobs. While estimates vary and depending on the ambition of liberalization and trade facilitation efforts, the UNECA and African Union Commission estimate that intra-African trade generally will increase from its current 18 percent to 50 percent by 2040, while intra-African trade in agricultural products is forecasted to increase from 20 to 30 percent.1 The AfCFTA is expected to help diversify intra-African trade by incentivising production and trade industrial goods as opposed to extractive goods and natural resources. Historically, just over 75 percent of African exports to third countries comprised of extractive commodities whereas only 40 percent of intra-African trade involved extractive. Trade diversification allows countries to develop resilience to weather market volatility. It enables a gradual shift from an over dependence on commodities to more sophisticated, higher value-added products and services with greater productivity. This shift enables more inclusion of small and medium-sized African firms within value chains. The AfCFTA is also expected to lift 30 million people out of extreme poverty by 2035.

With current leading emitters of greenhouse gases having done so mainly because of their high levels of industrialization, increased production in pursuit of trade opportunities under the AfCFTA may contribute greenhouse gas emissions that cause global warming and climate change if green energy is not immediately prioritised across African countries. It is thus the case that while the increased production might exacerbate the climate change
problem, it is also possible for it to be a key part of the solution to the problem if climate mitigation and adaptation and transition to green growth are immediately prioritised.

As a trade agreement, it is noteworthy that the AfCFTA is not a panacea for addressing the challenges of climate change. It carries its own limitations for what it can achieve in terms of spurring action on climate change while, nevertheless, having the potential to be part of a collective arsenal of tools that African policymakers and development stakeholders can use to support climate adaption in industrialization and trade and help build resilience and environmental sustainability as part of Africa’s green economic transition. This paper explores the opportunities and challenges for addressing climate change under the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). With regard to how the green transition will undeniably be at the heart of the next decade of cooperation between Africa, Europe and the United States, and such that “green investments” form the basis of future job creation and industrial growth, we discuss the role that development partners like the European Union and the United States could play to support the implementation of climate change objectives through the AfCFTA.

Climate change affects production and trade patterns across different sub-sectors and will impact the potential success of the AfCFTA via disruptions to trade, supply chains and shifting comparative advantages. This paper examines the relationship between industrialization and climate, considering the industrialization imperative under the AfCFTA. It discusses the relationships between agriculture, fisheries, and service sectors and climate under the AfCFTA. It highlights key service trade sub-sectors that are sensitive to climate issues, and which can also help address environmental sustainability such as tourism, transport, environmental services and energy services.
Finally, the paper discusses how key development partners like the USA and EU can provide targeted support to strengthen environmental sustainability and climate-proofing under the AfCFTA, in line with multilateral, African and environmental sustainability and climate commitments undertaken by African countries. Recognizing the resource limitations facing development partners in addressing climate change, the paper discusses complementary arrangements such as the EU Carbon-Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) that can be leveraged to support the AfCFTA on climate change.

2. Industrialization, the AfCFTA and climate change

“The well-trodden path to industrialisation and national prosperity — from the UK in the 18th century to South Korea in the 20th — has gone something like this: get dirty, get rich, get clean.”

David Pilling, Financial Times, 7 October 2021

2.1 Industrialization, AfCFTA and climate change

Industrialization is key to trade and is arguably the most talked about subject among African policymakers. Also, it is generally acknowledged that the expansion of small-scale manufacturing and trade in manufactured goods are important milestones of the economic development process. The experiences of Asian countries like Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, South Korea and Singapore, among others, have demonstrated the transformative nature of industrialization.

Given its potential to drive growth, prosperity, jobs, and better incomes for all, industrialization has also always been regularly cited in campaign promises across Africa. Yet despite these promises, Africa remains the world’s least industrialized region and has seen its share of global manufacturing decline from three percent in the 1970s to about 1.9 percent today (United Nations SDG 9). Manufacturing today accounts for only about 10 percent of Africa’s GDP. Worse still, gains in the sector are somewhat concentrated in few countries; with over 60 percent of the value of manufacturing production concentrated in the four countries of Egypt, Nigeria, South Africa and Morocco.

Article 2(f) of the AfCFTA Protocol on Trade in Goods speaks to boosting intra-African trade in goods through enhanced socio-economic development, diversification and industrialization across Africa. The Protocol also speaks to supporting continental industrialization programs such as the Plan of Action for the African Union’s Accelerated Industrial
Development for Africa (AIDA) initiative that was adopted by the Summit of AU Heads of State and Government in 2008. Again, the African Union’s Agenda 2063 provides the overarching blueprint for Africa’s inclusive growth and sustainable development. The success of Agenda 2063 hinges on achieving sustainable industrialization and trade. Among the priority areas of Agenda 2063 are: (i) the promotion of technology and innovation driven manufacturing / industrialization and value addition; and (ii) transforming Africa’s economies through beneficiation of natural resources, as well as raising productivity and competitiveness. However, the question is, how can Africa achieve this sustainable economic transformation through industrialization with the AfCTA while being responsive to climate change?

Historically, fossil fuels have underpinned the industrialization journey of the major developed and emerging economies. While Africa’s total emissions are low, African manufacturing already emits about 440 megatons of carbon dioxide equivalent, which is roughly 30 to 40 percent of total emissions on the continent. This highlights how greater industrialization on the continent would also translate into more emissions. Under a business-as-usual scenario and in response to trade opportunities under AfCFTA, increased industrial production with conventional technologies would raise climate risks through higher levels of greenhouse gas emissions, pollution, deforestation and land degradation. It is noteworthy that the business-as-usual scenario and an industrialization that is fuelled by fossil fuels may not be available to Africa’s manufacturing sector under the AfCFTA, taking for instance how European countries have begun to consider taxes on GHG emissions of imported goods. These may see African manufacturing gradually become uncompetitive, thereby putting the achievement of the AfCFTA objectives at risk.
Therefore climate change presents an enormous development hurdle for African trade. The transition to green manufacturing and industrialization will be challenging as climate shocks can derail Africa’s industrialization aspirations. It is estimated that adapting to climate change could cost the continent about USD 50 billion annually by 2050, with losses exceeding 20 percent of GDP due to extreme temperatures. In addition, there is a USD100 billion per annum financing gap for African infrastructure as well as in investments in those skills that are needed for green industries to thrive. Yet, there are opportunities for Africa to achieve industrialization without polluting the earth. As it has been argued, ‘half of the continent’s potential 2050 GHG-emitting industries have not yet been built, Africa (thus) has an opportunity to leapfrog more developed nations and build a low-carbon manufacturing sector from the ground up’. Furthermore, they argue that Africa’s manufacturing sector would need to reduce its scope 1 and 2 manufacturing emissions by roughly 90 percent relative to 2018 levels as part of the international effort to reach net-zero emissions by 2050. The balance of 10 percent could be addressed through additional technologies and mitigation measures such as carbon capture and storage, and reforestation.

2.2 Decarbonizing energy at pace with Africa’s development objectives is key to sustainable industrialization and trade

Considerations of Africa’s green transition should be cognizant of how its emissions have been historically low. For instance, what a Rwandan resident would emit in a year is equivalent to what a UK resident emits in five days. Also, despite being home to 15 percent of the world’s population the continent accounts for just four percent of global carbon emissions. The considerations should also be cognizant of how Africa’s current emissions are currently distributed. For example, as shown in Figure 1, in 2018, energy needs in manufacturing, electricity generation, buildings and other fossil fuels accounted for up to 74.5 percent of its emissions. The emissions were concentrated in five sectors, namely, cement, coal-to-liquid, iron and steel, oil refining and fertiliser production. Data on the low levels of emissions and the distribution of Africa’s emissions and concentrations in few industries provide real opportunities to prevent the continent from becoming serious polluters. It can form the basis for climate-proofing existing industries to incorporate emissions abatement and mitigation technologies. For instance, upgrading vehicles in Africa’s mining sector can reduce its emissions by 40 percent. It is crucial that Africa’s decarbonization occurs in tandem with the current pace of Africa’s development.
South Africa illustrates the socio-economic challenges and the opportunities of decarbonization and those trying to achieve an optimal design for a green transition. The similarity that South Africa has with other African economies like Angola, Equatorial Guinea, Nigeria, Zambia and Zimbabwe, which are heavily reliant on fossil fuels for their power generation, industries and exports further make its case worth exploring (see Box 1). The South African funding arrangement has been cited as a breakthrough that could serve as a model for developed nations to help finance energy transitions in Africa. With the four countries of Algeria, Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa accounting for three-quarters of the continent’s emissions, such funding would help African countries keep their relatively low emissions while pursuing their development goals, like reducing poverty and increasing energy access.

The case of South Africa also demonstrates that industrialization for sustainable development in Africa should have multi-sectoral and multi-directional linkages to domestic economies. This will stimulate economic growth, diversification and intra-African trade under the AfCFTA. An example of such linkages is Africa’s participation in the renewable energy value chain for the Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) market. A low-carbon future will be mineral intensive due to high demands for essential minerals from producers of battery electric vehicles and from those that manufacture components for solar photovoltaic, wind and geothermal low carbon technologies.
Box 1: The challenge of decarbonization in Africa: the case of South Africa

South Africa is the only African country that is categorized as industrialized and whose experience highlights the challenges of sustaining industrialization, job creation and trade under the AfCFTA. It has one of the continent’s leading producers and exporters, which are expected to benefit under the AfCFTA and it is one of the major sources of FDI across the continent. However, South Africa’s economy is heavily reliant on fossil fuels and the country is one of the biggest carbon emitters on the African continent, with coal accounting for 77 percent of the country’s energy needs. It is also one of the countries in the world most vulnerable to climate change. The heavy reliance on fossil fuels has raised questions about the long-term sustainability of economic growth.

On November 2, 2021 at the COP26 Climate Conference, an agreement was announced where the European Union member states, the United Kingdom and the United States will provide assistance to South Africa worth USD8.5 billion over the next five years, to transition from heavy reliance on fossil fuels towards green energy sources. This has resulted in internal policy debates on whether funds should go to EVs, hydrogen or the state-owned energy utility (Eskom). Eskom would like the bulk of “green funding” to help establish renewable energy sources in the country, repurposing coal power and investing in new, sustainable energy sectors such as wind. The Department of Trade and Industry would like to see funds used to boost electric-vehicle production to help preserve automotive as a major export sector and take advantage of the AfCFTA. Another proposal with strong support from Germany is to invest in green hydrogen and to position South Africa as a major producer in decarbonizing activities such as steelmaking and shipping. The cost implications of such a transition to cleaner energy, together with politics associated with reforms to the energy sector present significant hurdles to be overcome. Decommissioning ageing coal plants forms a critical part of the strategy to reach net-zero carbon-dioxide emissions by 2050. This could deliver 250,000 jobs and more than USD10 billion in gross value-add to the economy over 25 years, if an ambitious green recovery is pursued, according to the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC). The major electricity utility Eskom, which is central to the green transition, is USD27 billion in debt.

Sasol and the energy utility Eskom are key pillars of industrialization in both the South African and broader African economy. The two firms are major players under the AfCFTA in terms of exports and investment around the African continent. Eskom sells electricity to seven countries, namely, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique, and Zambia – which are part of the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP). Sasol’s Secunda coal to liquid (CTL) plant is one of the world’s leading single emitters of greenhouse gases. The company has, however, committed to be net zero in emissions by 2050 with a short-term target of reducing carbon emissions by 30 percent by 2030. It will also make no future investments in
coal after 2043. It aims to use more power from clean energy and eventually switch to natural gas in the 2030s then ultimately to hydrogen. The Green Economy Tracker (GET) for South Africa shows there are strong policies supporting green economy efforts. However, clear implementation targets remain to be articulated. There is a disconnect between industrial policy instruments and the green economy. South Africa’s post-Covid Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP) includes objectives to decarbonize the economy and for 22.5 percent of the energy mix to be sources from wind energy by 2030, up from five percent in 2021. This is expected to create 130,000 direct and indirect jobs between 2022 and 2026 in the development, construction and installation phase of wind energy. However, out of necessity and pragmatism, the ERRP also reinforces a fossil fuel-based economy. Currently, South Africa lacks sufficient transmission network to further enable the development of the wind industry, and it has little infrastructure for gas, such as pipelines or liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals. Some of the coal-to-liquids (CTL), which is not cost effective to repurpose (for example, no storage and blending facilities) will eventually have to be sold or closed. These are some of the costs but also opportunities involved in the energy switch. The government and private sector have agreed to the concept of a “just energy transition.” This is an effort to create new green jobs in renewable energy and other sectors and hopefully win public buy-in for the impending change.

Source: Kirsten Hund et al.

Where it is affordable and viable, African policy makers and development partners should target investments and skills in the development and dispersion of renewable energy solutions across their respective economies. This should also include incentives for businesses to adopt renewable energy products. The African automotive sector is an example of a sector where green industrialization can be pursued with support from development partners. In February 2022, twelve business and automotive associations from Europe and the African Association of Automotive Manufacturers (AAAM) signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to drive the development of the automotive industry in Africa. As stakeholders seek to leverage trade and investment opportunities for the automotive industry under the AfCFTA, it is important that they ensure the growth in car ownership across the continent does not become tantamount to increased carbon emissions.

As noted in the previous section, African countries could “leapfrog” the need for hydrocarbons through widespread adoption of renewable energy solutions. For the leapfrogging to be viable, however, such energy solutions must allow for industrial competitiveness. Traditional fossil fuels like natural gas continue to offer businesses across Africa the least-cost option for reliable energy supply compared to renewable alternatives. This is despite technological advances. Developed countries would thus do well to be cognizant of this fact lest they cause the removal of fossil-fuel based but cost-effective energy sources from Africa’s energy mix and thereby hamper Africa’s development. A widespread adoption of renewables can only be considered viable if the cost structure is reduced significantly.
Nonetheless, there is a lot of scope for innovation by Africans in this space, and solid arguments for a balanced approach in the energy mix as Africa moves gradually to achieving net zero.

**2.3 Recommendations and points for policy consideration**

- Heavily fossil fuel reliant industrialization successes in Europe, North America and more recently in Asia cannot be easily replicated in Africa. Therefore, industrialization through support of arrangements like AfCFTA should incorporate climate adaptation while remaining mindful and balanced with respect to considerations of cost and competitiveness.

- The green transition in industrialization presents opportunities for both local manufacturing and production for exports if trade liberalization under the AfCFTA can be sequenced and balanced to provide policy space for the development of green industries. The efforts would include innovation, production and trade in environmental goods and services wherein a heterogeneous set of producers in green value chains would act to protect the environment and manage natural resources sustainably. The EGA negotiations (WTO list) identified at least 304 environmental goods organized into 10 sub-sectors based on environmental use. Examples include products linked to sustainable agriculture like irrigation equipment, construction, pollution control, natural resource efficiency, waste management and energy materials like solar and
so on. Trade facilitation and investment in key industries whose products relate to pollution control, natural resource efficiency, waste management and solar energy materials will also go a long way in ensuring that such opportunities materialize. Some useful comparative ideas in developing green value chains can also be drawn from the work undertaken by the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation countries in liberalizing tariffs on 54 environmental goods and developing an extensive body of work to develop and finance environmental goods and services industries.

- The growth of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) presents opportunities for policymakers and industry to integrate the mineral sector and promote environmentally sustainable mineral beneficiation for African countries, while providing possible multi-sectoral and multi-directional linkages to domestic economies in the development of renewable technologies to provide clean energy locally and for intra-African trade.

- A business-as-usual approach would lead Africa down an unsustainable path. To promote the transition towards green industrial production, African policymakers should reform and improve business and regulatory frameworks to facilitate private capital flows and the absorption and adaptation of information and communications technology (ICT), artificial intelligence and skills to stimulate private sector growth and trade under the AfCFTA. Support from development partners like the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Climate-Smart Mining Initiative would also help resource-rich African countries benefit from the increasing demand for minerals and metals while ensuring a framework is in place for the sustainable development of the mining sector in a manner that minimizes the environmental and climate footprint.
Nearly 80 percent of the world’s poor typically rely on agriculture, forestry, and fisheries for their livelihood. Agriculture is an important climate-sensitive sector for Africa and under the AfCFTA. The sector provides livelihood for most of the population and much of African agriculture is rain-fed. There are already considerations that some countries could see yields reduced by as much as 50 percent in the current decade and that fish catches could decline by as much as 50 percent by 2050, affecting both food security and trade under the AfCFTA. Africa is not spared in this regard. The African Climate Policy Centre projects that the GDP in five African sub regions would suffer a significant decrease because of a rise in global temperatures. For scenarios ranging from a 1°C to a 4°C increase in global temperatures relative to pre-industrial levels, the continent’s overall GDP is expected to decrease by 2.25 to 12.12 percent; with Western, Central and Eastern Africa being more adversely impacted than Southern and Northern Africa.

Agriculture’s role is therefore not only crucial in mitigating, but also in adapting to climate change. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement acknowledge the critical importance of agriculture in dealing with the large climatic changes currently faced, the severity of which is likely to increase in the future. Nearly 80 percent of the Nationally Determined Commitments (NDCs) to meet the Paris Agreement commitments, contains plans of action on agricultural mitigation, while 90 percent of the NDCs that include adaptation, selected the agricultural sector as a priority area for action. Furthermore, both the Paris Agreement and the SDGs stress the safeguarding food security and ending hunger in the face of climate change. In subsections that follow, the paper briefly highlights issues related to African agriculture and fisheries in the context of sustainable development, trade, and climate change.
3.1 Impact of climate issues on sub-sector performance in Africa

Africa is vast. This vastness means its areas span distinct climatic zones and that climate change will affect its regions differently. Climate change is expected to affect both crop and livestock production systems negatively in most regions, although some countries may benefit from the changing conditions. The changing climate is also adding to resource problems such as water scarcity, pollution and soil degradation. Climate change is projected to negatively impact the four pillars of food security – availability, access, utilisation and stability – and their interactions. Key risks to agriculture include reduced crop productivity due to heat stress, drought, pest damage, disease damage and flood. These will adversely affect food system infrastructure, food security and livelihoods at the regional, national and individual household levels. Figure 2 summarizes some of the impacts of climate change on crops, fisheries, livestock and poultry.

Figure 2: Climate change impacts on sub-sector performance in Africa

The issue of food security concerns and trade liberalization is an important one worth noting. The debate has been ongoing since the 1980s, dating back to the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) and the WTO Doha round, where agricultural trade liberalization was the main contentious issue that led to the stalled negotiations. In the EPAs, this issue has been long standing. To date, arguments for and against agricultural trade liberalization persist and go beyond the confines of climate change. Within the AfCFTA, trade remedy and safeguard measures are detailed. There are four provisions in the AfCFTA Protocol on Trade in Goods, dealing with Anti-dumping and Countervailing Measures, Global Safeguard Measures, Preferential Safeguards and Cooperation among
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The detail appears in Annex 9 on Trade Remedies and in the AfCFTA Guidelines on Implementation of Trade Remedies.

3.2 International Impact

Climate change will affect food security at the global level by disrupting food availability, reducing access to food and affecting food quality. For example, increases in the frequency and severity of extreme weather events interrupt food delivery. Spikes in food prices after extreme events are expected to increase in the future. Increasing temperatures can contribute to spoilage and contamination. Internationally, these effects of climate change on agriculture and food supply are likely to be like those seen in Africa. However, other stressors such as population growth may magnify the effects of climate change on food security. In developing countries, adaptation options like changes in crop management or ranching practices or improvements to irrigation are more limited than in the industrialized nations. Impacts to the global food supply are a cause for concern because food shortages can cause humanitarian crises and national security concerns.

3.3 Addressing climate change effects under the AfCFTA

At the core of the AfCFTA are the agendas for trade liberalization and how to facilitate trade towards boosting industrialization, the growth of regional value chains and intra-African trade. The linkages of trade to the environment are not explicit. There is no dedicated annex dealing with the environment or climate change in the AfCFTA. Climate change issues are dealt with separately at the African Union Commission (AUC). The AUC developed the AU Climate Change and Resilient Development Strategy and Action Plan to guide to coordinate and support the Continent’s response to Climate Change for the period 2022-2032. As the AfCFTA focuses more on trade liberalization, an agreement has been reached on trade in goods, where rules of origin requirements have been adopted on nearly 90 percent of goods on the tariff lines of the AU member states. Sensitive products, of up to seven percent of tariff lines, will be fully liberalized over 13 years for least-developed countries (LDCs) and 10 years for non-LDCs. The remaining three percent of tariff lines may be excluded from tariff liberalization. Criteria for designating “sensitive” or “excluded” products include matters of food security, national security, fiscal revenue, livelihood and industrialization.

By supporting a shift from extractives and commodities, the AfCFTA provides an opportunity to tackle climate change. Appetite remains low among African leaders, however, as highlighted by the recent demands from African leaders at the 6th Africa – EU Summit. The Chair of the AU, President Macky Sall of Senegal, underlined at the Summit the commitment of African countries to the Paris Climate Agreement but stressed Africa’s need to
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continue to develop gas as a source of energy. Current efforts under the AfCFTA such as the preparation of a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) to support how environmental considerations can nevertheless be effectively incorporated into the implementation of the Agreement.

3.4 Recommendations and points for policy consideration

It is important to emphasize that the AfCFTA will create the single largest market in the world in terms of the number of countries and people. With a population expected to reach over 2.4 billion by 2050, Africa needs to be able to meet its demand for food, water, and energy at a time when environmental volatility is high. Regarding the AfCFTA, policymakers should:

- Ensure that the AfCFTA is supported with accompanying measures and complementary policies that link the agreement and the environment to the already negotiated annexes on sanitary and phytosanitary measures (SPS), technical barriers to trade (TBT) and trade facilitation mechanisms and introducing a simplified and harmonized trade regime, especially for cross-border agricultural trade like the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) simplified trade regime.

- Ensure that the AfCFTA contains additional trade related provisions that promote sustainable agricultural production in response to climate change. The adoption of organic farming, for example, which not only preserves the environment, also brings high returns on organic produce, as it fetches a premium in international markets and makes a compelling case for inclusion of such provisions.

- Create an enabling environment for greater cooperation among governments, private sector, international development organizations and other stakeholders on mobilizing financial resources to implement the transition towards sustainable agricultural development at the AU level. Such resources can be used for example, in capacity building, research, and development as well as for investment in improved agricultural technologies in line with the goals and objectives of the AfCFTA. Food security concerns and an agricultural trade liberalization debate has been ongoing since the GATT era. The impact on African food security and small-scale rural farmers of trade liberalization under the AfCFTA and other arrangements like EPAs is a subject which requires more detailed analysis beyond the narrow confines of climate change that are explored in this paper. To address food security concerns, within the AfCFTA Protocol on Trade in Goods, there are four provisions (Annex 9 of the Protocol), dealing with Anti-dumping and Countervailing Measures, Global Safeguard Measures, Preferential Safeguards and Cooperation among the State Parties. Beyond this, at the national and regional levels, member states are challenged to continue to find sustainable ways to both incentivize domestic food production and investment. This includes a gradual shift to more commercial approaches to agriculture, mechanis-
ms to improve prices and price stability of food crops, better organization of rural farmers and so on. Already, sub-sectors like horticulture, that have a quick financial turnaround have proved attractive to youth entering agriculture and this should be encouraged. These are areas where the support of development partners and non-governmental organizations is invaluable, while also helping to support climate adaptation of agriculture through investments like irrigation and improved seed varieties.

4. Services, the AfCFTA and climate change

The service sector has emerged as a key driver of global trade and national economic transformation. This is because services such as business services, engineering, communications, transport, logistics, informatics and financial services are integral to value chain competitiveness in different sectors of the economy. The service sector is the fastest growing sector producing more than two-thirds of economic output and jobs, while attracting nearly two-thirds of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). The value of commercial service exports has expanded at three times the rate (three percent) of merchandise exports. According to the WTO, services could account for nearly one-third of world trade by 2040. In 2019, services accounted for about 55 percent of Africa’s GDP and 75 percent of FDI to the continent, while the share of services in Africa’s trade stood at 22 percent in 2016. Globally, however, Africa accounted for only three percent of the world’s total service imports and two percent of the world’s total exports of services. This is even as African service exports are dominated by travel (42 percent) while service exports are more diversified in developed economies across financial, business, insurance or intellectual property services.

Services are critical for economic diversification and have allowed some developing countries to partially circumvent the industrialization phase and ‘leapfrog’ from agriculture to higher value-added services. Service industries offer many advantages. For example, they are generally less capital-intensive compared to manufacturing and mining. They offer greater mobility, are more accessible for female workers and require less capital to start up. The fourth industrial revolution has ushered in a digital economy which underpins a service-intensive economy. While agriculture continues to be the main source of employment for Africans in countries such as Angola, Botswana, Cabo Verde, Djibouti, Eswatini, Mauritius, Namibia, São Tomé and Príncipe and South Africa, the service sector employs more than 60 percent of the working population.

In terms of climate change, services are also generally “cleaner” compared to other economic activities like manufacturing and mining. Africa stands to gain from increasing its ability to participate in the service trade. Commendably, policymakers are already
committing to designing service policies that are aimed at increasing regional integration such that the growth of service value chains are thereby facilitated. Five of the eight officially recognized African Regional Economic Communities (RECs) – COMESA, EAC, ECCAS, ECOWAS and SADC – have concluded regional service agreements or policies. These arrangements serve as building blocks for enhancing trade in services under the AfCFTA, and ensuring that intra-African trade in services attain its potential. Generally, the AfCFTA presents a new opportunity to drive trade in services, as it can unlock the investments that the SDGs and a green transition require.

4.1 AfCFTA Service Provisions

Together with various elements of the consolidated text, the Service Protocol to the AfCFTA Agreement entered into force on May 30, 2019. Negotiations are underway to develop a schedule of sector-specific commitments that will see each country remove market access restrictions towards boosting intra-African trade in services. At a July 2018 Summit, the Assembly adopted five priority service sectors where initial commitments should be made by 2022. These sectors, that are five out of twelve on the WTO Services Sector Classification List, include the business, communication, financial, tourism, travel, and transport services. Commitments on the remaining seven sectors of construction, education, health and social, recreational, and cultural, distribution, environment, and other services would be submitted in the next phase.

A key step in promoting the link between trade and climate-related services is identifying what those services are (see Annex 2). Thereafter, trade negotiators and policy makers can begin addressing barriers to trade in those services and also initiate policies that can nurture growth in their sub-sectors. It should also be noted that the transition towards climate adaptation and mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions will rely on a diverse range of services that will be met through local and foreign services providers. This will offer opportunities for business services, transport, telecommunications services, construction and related engineering services.

4.2 Addressing barriers to trade in climate-related services under the AfCFTA

Diverse barriers impact the growth of trade in services. These include opaque regulatory regimes as well as financial, economic, institutional, political and technical barriers. Market access may also be impeded by barriers stemming from monopolistic or oligopolistic tendencies in markets, and policy distortions caused by discriminatory subsidies. AfCFTA negotiators must address these issues while paying attention to the climate problem and to the transition to green growth. Developed country partners can assist with the reform process by helping African countries to address restrictions that inhibit investments into some
of these service sectors. The growth and investment into African mobile and ICT services is instructive and may point to the need for greater privatization and/or commercialisation of some climate-related services to attract private investment, for example. Sub-sectors such as waste collection may also create opportunities for green technology and skills transfer.

Trade barriers that may affect climate-related services, and which must be addressed under the AfCFTA, are observed in the form of investment restrictions like foreign equity limits, legal form, and economic needs tests and in impediments to the temporary movement of service providers as related to quotas, labor market tests and limitations on the duration of stay for foreign providers. Many services related to climate change such as business services or construction tend to be labor intensive and engage high-skilled personnel. This may present obstacles concerning qualification and licensing, work permits and other immigration and labor market requirements. The AfCFTA should address the above-stated barriers by improving regulatory transparency and market access commitments, especially in services related to the environment and climate change.

4.3 Sustainable trade in energy services

Electricity supply is a key sub-sector of trade in services. Given the major contribution of energy services to greenhouse gas emissions, it is also a critical part of the nexus between services and climate change. Electricity infrastructure projects in Africa have traditionally focused on government procurement because of the scale involved. Increasingly, however, there is interest in creating an enabling environment that allows for devolution and diversification of the energy sector, away from large scale suppliers. Most of the generation, transmission and distribution issues and the related cross-border trade in energy are dealt with outside of the framework of the AfCFTA and fall within the purview of the various regional power pools, through various regional infrastructure master plans and through bilateral and plurilateral infrastructure energy projects. With support from development partners like the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the respective regional power pools have been assessing and developing prospects for significantly enhancing the share of renewable energy in the generation mix. For example, an early assessment by IRENA for the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) showed that on the condition that the costs of renewable energy technologies continue to fall while fossil fuel prices increase, the share of the technologies in southern Africa electricity production could increase from 10 percent in 2013 to 46 percent in 2030. Such a scenario envisaged roughly 80 percent of new energy capacity between 2010 and 2030 being RE technologies. It further envisaged the development of decentralized renewable energy technology options to develop sufficiently to compete with conventional grid expansion. IRENA’s assessment also demonstrated that REs could help reduce the average generation costs by nine percent.

In the debate on climate change and trade in electricity, the Production Processes and Methods (PPMs) for producing the source of energy require critical considerations.
Different PPMs have varied impact on climate change mitigation and the environment. Some PPMs that involve fossil fuels may be detrimental while others may be beneficial. Cross-border trade in electricity services raises debates on whether renewable energy and non-renewable energy may be regulated, labelled, or taxed differently, depending on the “likeness” of the product. International trade law prohibits such differentiation where it involves like products and the issue is also subject to the principles of a most-favored nation and national treatment under GATT 1994. To promote renewable energies in pursuit of climate objectives, establishing a framework for making such energy distinctions becomes necessary, basing such different treatment on the modes of production of energy. The issue would involve two basic types of PPMs, namely, product-related PPMs (PR-PPMs); and non-product-related PPMs (NPR-PPMs).

Under the AfCFTA, negotiators may consider services related to the production of electricity from renewable energy sources, or this can be subject to unilateral energy sector reforms by member countries. These include service activities such as site selection and pre-construction surveys, design and engineering of the energy-producing facility, construction, upgrading, operation, or maintenance of the facility over a specific contract period, sales of carbon credits on certified emission reduction (CER) markets and so on.

### 4.4 Environmental services

Environmental services are a critical part of the green transition for Africa. In its definition of environmental services, it is important for the AfCFTA to go beyond the framework of the WTO’s Services Sectoral Classification List (MTN.GNS/W/120) — otherwise known as the W/120 list — around which the AfCFTA service negotiations are crafted. The W/120 was established in 1991 and reflects a now dated delineation of the environmental industry. Environmental services under the AfCFTA include activities such as collection and treatment of wastewater and refuse (solid waste), the collection and management of hazardous and non-hazardous waste, environmental remediation services, sanitation and similar services, noise abatement and other environmental protection services not elsewhere specified. In the procurement of these services, regulations can be crafted in a manner that encourages a balance between liberalization and local participation, for example, by encouraging joint ventures and local content. Liberalization helps encourage competitiveness of local firms, and foreign participants or investors may introduce new environmental technologies, equipment and sustainability processes that can benefit the sub-sector and the broader economy.

To illustrate how trade policy could support climate and environmental sustainability objectives, six-nations—Costa Rica, Fiji, Iceland, New Zealand, Norway and Switzerland—began negotiations on an Agreement on Climate Change, Trade and Sustainability (ACCTS) in 2020. Under the proposed agreement, the participating countries seek to reduce barriers to trade in environmental goods and services, gradually remove their fossil fuel subsidies, and encourage the use of voluntary eco-labelling programs and mechanisms. The
agreement is expected to continue evolving in line with changes in the climate agenda. It is unlikely that AfCFTA negotiators would go so far in the service commitments as what is envisaged in the ACCTS. Nevertheless, it does demonstrate a commendable level of ambition that even small-island states are exhibiting to address the trade and climate change nexus.

To successfully monitor progress with the green transition in sectors such as environmental services, it is essential to improve the quality of data collection on service production and trade among African countries. Given the importance of public procurement and local/municipal governments in driving environmental services, it would be useful for development partners to target support for strengthening areas like public financial management and procurement at the municipality level. Strengthening regulatory cooperation, under the RECs for example, can further help in providing a coordinated approach to adopting international standards and a program of reform for de-carbonization and elimination of fossil fuel subsidies.

4.5 Travel, Transport and Tourism services under the AfCFTA

Freight transportation contributes about eight percent of global CO2 emissions, according to the International Transport Forum and is expected to double its contributions by 2050 due to increasing demand for freight services. Similarly, air transportation, including commercial travel which benefits sectors like tourism services is also a major contributor to emissions. The carbon footprint of domestically produced versus imported foodstuffs is quite complex. The choice of transport mode (air, road, maritime, rail or sometimes multi-modal) and distances travelled are just part of the contribution to CO2 emissions. Also, the product lifecycle and means of production, such as the use of fertilizer, greenhouses and various energy and chemical intensive methods also contribute to emissions and environmental degradation.

Under the AfCFTA, African countries can work to reduce the impact of trade on the environment and strive to meet climate change targets through initiatives that are conducted along Africa’s transport corridors. It was recently announced that the Central and Northern Corridors in Eastern Africa aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20 percent and 15 percent respectively, and using 2020 and 2021 as the baselines. This is a good development; seeing that the Northern Corridor (approximately 2,080 km) is a multimodal trade route linking the landlocked countries of the Great Lakes Region with the Kenyan maritime seaport of Mombasa. Similarly, the Central Corridor (approximately 2,170km) links the seaport of Dar es Salaam to the landlocked countries of East Africa. Both routes are crucial arteries for the domestic, regional integration and international trade of the East African countries. They form part of a network of ten major corridors in East Africa with a total length of about 15,000 km.
African tourism is predominantly nature based, and many tourism destinations are at risk from the negative effects of climate change. Wildlife and fauna, that are sources of tourist attractions, are negatively impacted by declining biodiversity and disappearing natural habitats. The shrinking of glaciers on Mount Kilimanjaro and the drying up of transboundary water bodies like the Lake Chad Basin in the Sahelian zone of west-central Africa and Lake Victoria in East Africa are other indicators of the ravaging impacts of climate change on Africa tourism. Tourism facilities in the coastal zones of Mombasa, Kenya, located are furthermore threatened by rising sea-levels. In Senegal, coastal erosion has already led to hotel closures. Nevertheless, the tourism sector is ideally placed for a mix of both private and public sector initiatives in tourism accommodations and activities, to address climate change in the construction and operation of tourism accommodation and activities. Such initiatives can be targeted at reducing waste, increasing recycling, and using renewable energy.

### 4.6 Recommendations and points for policy consideration

- Policymakers should recognize that the supply of services is being impacted by climate change and that services will play a key role in Africa’s green transition as technological advancement and digitalization continue to create new opportunities in trade and services. In drafting commitments on service liberalization under the AfCFTA and in developing sector regulations as part of on-going service sector reforms, environmental services should be increasingly incorporated towards encouraging investments in the environmental service sub-sector. Given the tendency of environmental services to be politically sensitive, this must be done in a balanced manner that ensures local participation.

- For success, environmental service development should be underpinned by carefully designed policies. Development partners can play a useful role in providing expertise, lessons learned, best practices and resources for the crafting and implementation of environmental service strategies.

- The above sections identified various key services that are relevant for the green transition under the AfCFTA. Given the experience with service commitments under the RECs and the GATS, member states might be unlikely to make ambitious commitments on certain sub-sectors such as environmental services. This would likely be out of concerns over safeguarding the policy space.

- There is scope for development partners, the RECs and national policymakers to provide sector-specific support for decarbonization and other climate change strategies for critical service sectors like energy, transport and environmental services.

- Examples like the transport sector highlight how initiatives to support a green transition for trade in services will have the most traction when anchored in regional and national programs. This demonstrates sub-sectors where development partners can also provide targeted support.
5. The role of development partners in supporting environmental sustainability under the AfCFTA

“The average Malian consumes less electricity each year than the average Londoner uses to power their tea kettle. Yet when delegates from Mali, and other poor countries like it, arrive in Glasgow for COP26 next month, the expectation will be for them to do everything they can to stop their emissions from rising.”

David Pilling, Financial Times, 7 October 2021

The preceding discussion has highlighted that there is consensus among African countries on the importance of addressing climate change and the need for a shift towards more sustainable economic development and trade under the AfCFTA. Although the sequencing and timing of the transition are also important, the major obstacles to these movements are the costs of financing the green transition and the decarbonization of key sectors like energy, transport, and manufacturing. The United Nations Framework Convention of Climate Change (UNFCC) estimates that Africa has a USD2.3 trillion investment gap in its core infrastructure across six key sectors: namely, electricity, transport, building, industry, low emissions fuels, agriculture and forestry, which must be addressed if Africa wants to meet its climate goals by 2030. A potential source of funding is private investment. The UN Race to Zero and the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ) supported by Vivid Economics estimate that 70 percent of the direct investment globally could come from private investors. Another potential source of finance is corporate investments. Corporate investors are potentially the biggest investors in decarbonization projects. It is projected that about 40 percent of total investments or USD960 billion annually between 2021-2025 will come from them. Corporate investments would be complemented by various private actors from commercial banks to infrastructure funds, pension funds, development banks, institutional investors, private equity and venture capital, as well as options for blended financing.

It is worth noting that the climate financing is separate from Africa’s other infrastructure financing gap of about USD100 billion per annum. Thus, it raises questions and fears of debt, both public and private, and the challenge of developing a sufficient number of bankable green projects, given the limited domestic capacity for project preparation in some African countries. To limit public debt, some capital can flow to privately managed climate projects in sub-sectors such as energy, transport, logistics, agriculture and sustainable and low carbon mining and manufacturing. This initiative will help facilitate investment transactions across multiple countries requiring blended finance structures.
It is important to caution that there is skepticism among African stakeholders as to whether such technological leapfrogging under the green transition is possible. Nevertheless, development partners can help facilitate needed investments. Many of Africa’s financially constrained economies have deposits (some newly discovered) of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas that they are keen to exploit and are a part of their national economic development plans, and this reality must be recognized especially by the major developed partners.

Europe is one key partner financing green investments in Africa. The EU has a domestic policy of eliminating or offsetting its greenhouse gas emissions by 55 percent by 2030 and achieving net zero emissions by 2050. Europe’s European Green Deal will have major implications for how the EU will trade with Africa in the medium to long term period. Events like the EU-AU Summit offer an opportunity for a complete overhaul and renewed partnership on climate and energy for the next decade. This can be achieved in part by aligning initiatives like the EU Green Deal (EGD), with the AfCFTA, as well as with African initiatives to address climate like the Great Green Wall.

The USA is also redefining its approach to Africa. The Joe Biden administration has pledged to double aid on climate change for Africa and other developing countries by 2024 to reach USD11.4 billion a year. This amount falls short of what climate activists had been hoping for and is lower than the EU’s spending on climate aid in 2019 (USD24.5 billion). The USA has undertaken to invest USD3 billion annually in climate adaptation projects globally by 2024. Its flagship Power Africa initiative will continue to focus on financing the development of African energy infrastructure with a heavy bias for renewable energy. Considering that the USA is the largest source of emissions per capita, it has to do more than the current initiatives to support less resourced African countries to respond to a climate crisis that they did not cause.

Through the Comprehensive Africa Climate Change Initiative (CACCI), which was launched at the United Nations Conference of the Parties (COP26), the US and the AUC have also entered a partnership that will strengthen country-level implementation of NDCs, and NAPs led by African leaders and institutions. According to USAID, the partnership advances the Global Climate Ambition Initiative that was announced by the White House at the U.S.-hosted Leaders’ Climate Summit, and will support partner countries in establishing net-zero strategies and strengthening resilience to climate change.

Following from the above-mentioned issues, below are some recommendations to development partners:

**i. Channel resources towards national and regional projects**

One good way of supporting environmental sustainability and the green transition under the AfCFTA would be to channel resources towards national and regional projects across Africa, including those that are trade specific. While 14 percent of the world's population reside in Africa, just three percent of climate financing flows to Africa, which is additionally home to 7 out of the 10 countries that are most vulnerable to climate change. The
major developed countries have fallen short of pledges made in 2006 to raise USD100 billion in climate change and climate adaptation-related financing by 2020. Africa received just 26 percent of climate funding between 2016-2019 (roughly equal to USD5 per person annually), compared to 43 percent for Asian countries. The COVID-19 pandemic has also affected climate finance significantly. African countries are now pushing to mobilize a ten-fold increase in funding by 2030 (to at least USD1.3 trillion), and for a stronger political commitment from developed nations with respect to provide the funding. Some of the funding can be directed towards the implementation of the AfCFTA, by supporting the development of green and blue economy value chains that then promote the environmental agenda and help the continent shift away from high-emission production patterns that are not environmentally sustainable. Such an approach helps to capture the much broader and cross-cutting climate issues confronting African countries.

ii. Increasing availability of climate financing and simplifying procedures for easier access

European development partners should diversify financial instruments (concessional loans), guarantees and grants in ways that promote the financing of Africa’s green transition. Institutions such as the European Investment Bank (EIB) are well positioned to invest in helping Africa to leapfrog over fossil fuel-based industrialization towards cleaner sources of energy infrastructure and business models. In 2020, the EIB signed more than EUR5 billion in loans (public and private investments) across Africa. This included the largest ever annual EIB financing for climate action in Africa, with 71 percent financing targeted at fragile states — a new record. The blue economy is a priority for the EIB and the bank is targeting at least EUR5 billion of investments between 2019-2023 under its Blue Sustainable Ocean Strategy. Much of this stake should be invested in Africa as a way of supporting the implementation of the AfCFTA, either directly or indirectly. African countries have expressed frustration at the complexity involved in accessing climate financing. The majority of climate financing flows to middle-income countries like India and Mexico. About 37 percent of the Green Climate Fund’s (GCF) resources (the single largest source of global climate financing) flowed to African countries. However, just 22 entities from Africa were accredited to directly access funding from the GCF. This is regrettable, given that national and sub-national institutions are well positioned to best direct GCF resources to local projects and communities that respond to a country’s unique climate vulnerabilities and requirements. Some African countries also face a capacity problem and have limited capability to prepare project pipelines for climate financing and effectively coordinate implementation. Capacity building is required to address this challenge.

iii. Align climate initiatives and measures with African realities to avoid counter-productive results

There is a need for the EU to revisit some of its well-intentioned proposals which can be potentially counter-productive to decarbonization efforts such as the Carbon-Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) in its current form. Under the proposal, companies importing iron, steel, aluminium, fertiliser, cement, or electricity into the EU would be required
to purchase carbon certificates that reflect the same carbon prices faced by European producers under the EU’s emissions trading system. This would require importers of energy-intensive goods to pay a price for environmental damage and could lead to African producers selling into other markets with lower standards, thereby undermining efforts at climate action under the AfCFTA. Moreover, African producers may resist the implementation of higher environmental standards under the AfCFTA because of costs. Similar concerns arise with de-funding of fossil fuel-related projects by development partners and truncated timetables toward net-zero emissions that have challenging implications for African countries with limited resources.

One recommendation would be for the EU to apply special and differential treatment for African export and industries during the green transition, which recognizes the unique and vulnerable position facing the continent and its industries. Such an approach would be consistent with the general pro-development aquis of EU-Africa trade and co-operation arrangements like the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs). The European Commission’s proposal to label gas and nuclear projects as “green” under the sustainable finance taxonomy, provides an opening for increased EU financing for natural gas production in Africa as part of the green transition. Energy and infrastructure financiers like the EIB, are urged to align themselves with this flexibility proposed by the European Commission and raise their emission thresholds to allow for more investments in natural gas in Africa as a necessary “bridge” towards net zero emissions.

iv. Development partners should increase collaboration and partnerships with regional and continental development banks on climate financing

In addition to provision of financing, development partners are encouraged to establish partnerships in developing green value chains, sourcing critical raw materials for environmental goods, and sharing technologies in industries such as those that produce battery electric vehicles. Partnerships will help to align areas of the EGD that impact Africa with the continent’s own stated development priorities.

The African Development Bank (AfDB) is an example of an African institution that has been a major player in the development of the AfCFTA and that is expected to be a key partner in the implementation of the agreement. In October 2021, the AfDB and the AfCFTA secretariat agreed to work towards a memorandum of understanding to facilitate effective collaboration, and the Bank has committed to integrating the AfCFTA into its country and regional strategies. The Bank has already mobilized USD12 billion of climate financing to help support improved climate-resilience and low-carbon development in Africa between 2011-2015. It signalled its intention to raise the average spending on climate support to 40 percent beginning in 2020, up from 26 percent in the previous decade. The Bank is currently implementing the Climate Investment Funds (CIF), an USD8.3 billion multilateral climate finance mechanism, which provides developing countries with grants, concessional loans, and risk mitigation instruments to develop a portfolio of projects in renewable energy, forestry, and climate-resilient development. Initiatives like the CIF provide entry points where African financiers with support from other development partners can integrate climate financing with support for regional trade under the AfCFTA.
v. Invest in innovation centres in collaboration with regional economic communities

Africa has lagged behind other regions in innovation, research, and development (R&D). Although there are commendable achievements in individual countries in stimulating innovation and R&D, there is a great deal more that can be done to help channel financing from development partners into investments in innovation and R&D on green industries, including, in sectors like agriculture where a considerable proportion of the environmentally vulnerable labor force in Africa operate. While solutions such as technology transfer and support from development partners for investments in R&D in Africa are options, in practice this does not occur very often for various reasons. Perhaps given the commercial potential of investments in green industries, there may be better prospects of encouraging both private and public sector cooperation, which includes universities, between developed partners of the EU, USA and Africa. The automatic sector provides a recent example of potential EU-Africa collaboration on R&D building on the foundation of a memorandum of understanding between the parties.

vi Encourage private sector participation from EU and US

International development agencies together with local governments and development banks can jointly encourage private sector participation in climate adaptation and resilience building by developing strategies and products that will incentivize increased private investments. This can be achieved through providing concessional financing, risk mitigation instruments and comprehensive investment plans that clearly outline the strategies, resources required and expected outcomes in addressing climate change. A practical example would be to support the development of “green value chains” involving environmental goods and services. Another example could be for development partners to incentivize the adoption of complementary tools of trade for African producers, such as Voluntary Sustainability Standards (VSS). These incentives could help cover the costs of criteria compliance with VSS and adoption of best practices and tools.

vii Support the inclusion of informal trade and the informal sector into the AfCFTA and climate change discussions

Africa’s informal sector has been reported to be the largest in the world. Over 50 percent of economic output and 85 percent of employment in Africa are generated in the informal sector, largely through agriculture and trade. Intra-African trade in goods is estimated at between 15-18 percent of total trade on the continent. However, limited available statistics and estimates suggest that informal cross-border trade (ICBT), which goes largely unrecorded, constitutes approximately 60 percent of regional trade on the continent, with women accounting for 70 percent of informal cross-border traders.

In Eastern Africa, for example, the Afreximbank estimates that ICBT could be worth as much as 80 percent of the value of formal trade. Despite the prevalence of ICBT in Africa, policy makers and the AfCFTA do not really address the needs of the ICBT. The informal economy and ICBT tend to draw mixed reactions from regulators and policymakers. Some
view them as a threat to formal business, while some perceive them as a creative ecosystem and response to the challenges in trade regulation. For example, some RECs have introduced initiatives to support ICBT and remove trade barriers affecting ICBT, such as the simplified trade regions (STR) in the East African Community (EAC) and in the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA).

For inclusive growth, the trade benefits of the AfCFTA must carefully consider and incorporate ICBT and the climate change challenges that sector faces. The informal economy and informal trade are also largely absent from climate change policy discussions. Increasing quantities of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) and pollutants are being generated by the informal economy worldwide. For many African countries, with a large informal sector and ICBT, a green (low carbon) transition under the AfCFTA and various climate-related legislation is difficult. ICBT actors tend to operate beyond the state’s regulatory reach and do not fully adhere to environmental regulations.

Evidence suggests that the informal sector and ICBT are fertile ground for innovation on reducing GHGs through small changes in practices and technology, such as the introduction of cleaner and GHG mitigating energy sources.

Policy makers and development partners must factor-in the informal economy and ICBT into climate change mitigation in order to have more inclusive and effective GHG reduction measures. The special challenges and needs of the informal economy and ICBT need to be better understood and must be considered when setting baselines for climate action and play a critical role in climate change mitigation. ICBT have precarious livelihoods and tend to have few or no resources to commit to climate adaptation. Addressing the climate adaptation challenges of informal sector trade requires innovative approaches, as traditional policy responses to climate change may not be feasible.

vii Specific vulnerable regions in Africa require targeted and enhanced climate support

Targeted and enhanced support needs to be directed at regions in Africa that are struggling to take advantage of trade opportunities under the AfCFTA because they are particularly vulnerable to climate change or lack the resources for climate adaptation. These include small island states facing challenges of rising sea levels, which negatively affect their blue economies; countries in the Horn of Africa and Sahel regions confronted by desertification, prolonged droughts and pestilence like locusts that affect agriculture; and countries in the Great Lakes region and similar regions dealing with sensitive shared water resources. Countries in some of these regions also have large informal sectors and a high share of ICBT that require a nuanced approach to addressing climate issues if they are to participate meaningfully in trade under the AfCFTA.
Support the development of Africa’s circular economy to help tackle climate change and create opportunities for climate mitigation

An area of low-hanging fruit is development partners supporting the development of Africa’s circular economy. There is a clear connection between the circular economy and climate mitigation. The circular economy has evolved from its early objectives of minimizing waste and recycling towards broad-based strategies for ensuring that resource use is more sustainable throughout the product lifecycle. The transition to a circular economy enables resource savings and lower material and resource consumption that in turn reduce GHG emissions and allow for better environmental outcomes while creating opportunities for trade and economic diversification in the process. According to the Stockholm Environment Institute, in the construction services sector alone, circular economy interventions have led to an estimated cut in emissions of about 61 percent. Consequently, the Government of Sweden, for example, has included the circular economy as a key priority in its climate policy action plan.

With Africa’s embrace of the circular economy, national trade policies that are pursuant to the AfCFTA should be designed and implemented with an eye to furthering the objectives of the circular economy. This includes greater use of renewable or recovered inputs, minimizing waste and pollution, repair, refurbishment, remanufacturing or recycling as well as sharing and leasing existing assets. The African Circular Economy Alliance, which was launched in 2017, identified five key industries under the African circular economy that could reshape the continent. These include: (i) the water conversion industry, related to agriculture and managing of food waste in organic fertilizer, (ii) plastic water recycling, (iii) promotion of mass timber industries to mitigate / abate emissions from urbanization, industrialization, and electrification, (iv) e-waste recycling and (v) recycling of garments and textiles. All these sub-sectors involve components of services and industry and include both the formal and informal sectors. They are initiatives that development partners could support by assisting with circular economy policy design and implementation, and by building technical expertise within industries that are participating in the circular economy while providing ample financial support. From the AfCFTA perspective, member states could consider adopting incentives that encourage the development of industries, products and trade in the circular economy. The exact nature of what these incentives might look like requires more detailed examination, beyond the limited scope of this paper.
### Annex 1: Examples of AUC and selected RECs commitments on Climate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organisation/ REC</th>
<th>Programme/ Provision</th>
<th>Brief overview and or targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Union</td>
<td>Africa Climate Change Strategy</td>
<td>Designed to be a framework to guide actions in member states towards low-carbon emissions development. Underscores the development of national climate change and low emissions development strategies across the continent, focusing on issues such as investments for building resilience, capacity building, resource mobilization and nature-based solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Union</td>
<td>Agenda 2063</td>
<td>The AU member states aspire to establish a prosperous Africa based on inclusive growth and sustainable development. Goal 7 of Aspiration 1 aims to put in place measures to sustainably manage the continent’s rich biodiversity, forests, land, and waters and using adaptive measures to address climate change risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Union</td>
<td>Comprehensive African Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP)</td>
<td>Through CAADP, African governments agreed to allocate at least 10 percent of national budgets to agriculture and rural development, and to achieve agricultural growth rates of at least six percent per annum. CAADP also supports member states to enhance resilience to climate variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Union</td>
<td>Green Recovery Action Plan (2021 – 2027)</td>
<td>To embolden action on five priority areas that include: - (i) improving climate finance, (ii) supporting the just transition to renewable energy, (iii) nature-based solutions and a focus on biodiversity, (iv) resilient agriculture, and (v) green and resilient cities Work on the plan is already underway and will continue until 2027.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Climate Change Adaption (CCA) Strategy</td>
<td>The main goal of the strategy is to lessen impacts of climate change through adaptive water resource development and management in the Southern African region. Recognizes that water issues impact a range of sectors, including energy, health, and agriculture. Likewise, adaptation measures are required at different levels of governance and management oversight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organisation/ REC</th>
<th>Programme/ Provision</th>
<th>Brief overview and or targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>ECOWAS CLIMATE CHANGE PLAN (ECCP)</td>
<td>Aim to contribute towards the achievement of the sustainable development goals of the ECOWAS sub-region by supporting ECOWAS countries to mitigate the impacts of climate change through the deployment of renewable energy and the implementation of energy efficiency measures, while enhancing the social, economic and energy security benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMESA</td>
<td>COMESA Strategy on Climate Change</td>
<td>Aims to bring about the achievement of the COMESA Vision by building the resilience of the region to the impacts of climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>EAC Climate Change Policy</td>
<td>Aims to guide partner states and other stakeholders on the preparation and implementation of collective measures to address climate change in the region while assuring sustainable social and economic development. The policy is guided by the EAC Climate Change Masterplan and the Climate Change Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGAD</td>
<td>IGAD Regional Climate Change Strategy (IRCCS) Drought and Disaster Resilience and Sustainability Initiative</td>
<td>The strategy has identified eight sectoral and cross-sectoral priority areas including: Capacity building for addressing climate change challenges and meeting INDCs, GHG inventories. Strengthening early warning systems; and Data, information, and knowledge management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENSAD</td>
<td>There is currently no policy or strategy in place.</td>
<td>CEN-SAD currently has 24 member states aspiring to establish an economic union for the free movement of goods, services, and commodities. It is important to note that all the members of CEN-SAD belong to other RECs such as ECOWAS, ECCAS and COMESA where climate change policies or strategies exist.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: COMESA; EAC;
## Annex 2: Indicative cluster of services related to climate change and the environment

| General | • Management consulting services  
          | • Technical testing and analysis services  
          | • Related scientific and technical consulting services  
          | • Geographic information system services  
          | • Interdisciplinary research and experimental development services |
|---------|------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Environmental services | • Solid waste management services  
                          | • Emissions monitoring and control of pollutants in the air  
                          | • Extraction, treatment, and distribution of water services |
| Business services | • Legal services  
                     | • Architecture  
                     | • Engineering  
                     | • Management consulting  
                     | • Technical testing and analysis  
                     | • Maintenance and repair of equipment  
                     | • Research and development (interdisciplinary)  
                     | • Computer and related services e.g., data processing services |
| Industry | • R&D and engineering services for heat and power recovery; material recycling and substitution; and process-specific technologies  
           | • Life-cycle analysis and eco-product design with a focus on energy efficiency and low carbon emissions  
           | • Energy performance contracting applied to industrial plants (e.g., design and modification of systems to generate additional power, heating or cooling from an existing fuel stream, or to convert to combined heat and power)  
           | • Maintenance and repair of equipment  
           | • Wholesale trade services  
           | • Services incidental to manufacturing, retailing services |
| Construction and related engineering services | • Energy performance contracting applied to commercial buildings  
                                                      | • Energy performance contracting applied to residential buildings  
                                                      | • Architectural and engineering services for design and construction of green buildings, passive solar buildings, and zero-emissions buildings  
                                                      | • Building renovation services (e.g., retrofitting of insulation)  
<pre><code>                                                  | • Urban planning and landscape architectural services |
</code></pre>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annex 2: Indicative cluster of services related to climate change and the environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Transport**                              | - Transport services based on modal shifts from road transport to public transport, on non-motorized transport, or using low carbon vehicles  
   - Distribution and transportation services |
| **Infrastructure**                         | - Telecoms services used in connection with “smart grids” (e.g., improved supply and distribution efficiency and fuel switching to low carbon energy sources)  
   - Energy management services applied to infrastructure management such as water infrastructure (e.g., valves, pumps, treatment plants)  
   - Integrated engineering and project management  
   - Real-time data analysis and monitoring  
   - Turn-key projects |
| **Energy services**                        | - Services to improve the efficiency of power generation at existing facilities  
   - Services incidental to energy distribution |
| **Renewable energy**                       | - R&D services are playing a key role in the current period of development of energy generated from naturally replenished resources  
   - Financial services  
   - Design and engineering of production facilities  
   - Construction of facilities and installation of equipment  
   - Operations and maintenance of facilities  
   - Training of personnel |
| **Carbon capture and storage (CCS)**       | - Design, building and operation of facilities  
   - R&D services playing a key role in the current period of development of CCS solutions |
| **Services incidental to agriculture, forestry, and logging** | - R&D, studies, consulting and training (e.g., focusing on improved crop and grazing land management to increase soil carbon storage)  
   - Services incidental to agriculture  
   - Research and experimental development services on chemistry and biology  
   - R&D, studies, consulting, and training on tree species improvement (to increase biomass productivity and carbon sequestration)  
   - Improved remote sensing technologies for analysis of vegetation/soil carbon sequestration potential, mapping land-use change |
| **Education services**                     | - Higher education and vocational education services |

Source: reproduced from ‘Trade in Services Related to Climate Change: An Exploratory Analysis’ by Ronald Steenblik and Massimo Geloso Grosso
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